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Workshop program
I. Presentation of the study – goals, method and model
II. Main findings:
o Characteristics of the individual and the dispute
o Characteristics of the intervention
o Outcomes (intermediate and final)

III. Insights & take home messages
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I. PRESENTATION OF THE STUDY –
GOALS, METHOD AND MODEL
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Study Goals
o To describe the characteristics of the individual, of the
dispute, and of the intervention at the FCSS
o To evaluate the effectiveness of the intervention as perceived
by clients
o To examine the model for predicting the effectiveness of the
intervention
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Study Model
The dispute

The Individual

• Socio-demographic variables
• Openness to dialogue

Openness to dialogue
• Hostile/open to dialogue
• Motivation
• trust in the case-worker

Positive perception of process
• Good therapeutic alliance
• Positive effect of the mediation on
family relationships

• Level of the dispute
• Violent/Non-violent
disputes
• Parental/Non-parental
disputes

Aspect of dispute
1) Custody
2) Visitations
3) Child support
4) Violence
5) Divorce
6) Property

Parenting

Intermediate outcome
Positive perception of the
mediation process

Final outcome
Reaching agreement

The Intervention
• Number of issues addressed
• Duration of the intervention

Study Population
3,980 clients (1,950 families) who:
o Were referred to the FCSS between November 2012 and July 2013
o Referred to FCSS in order to reach an out-of-court agreement
(approximately 66% of the FCSS clients)
o Completed the intervention about six months before the telephone
survey was conducted
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Sources of Information
o Background interviews with FCSS staff and clients
o Computerized administrative data from the FCSS
o Intake – a diagnostic tool completed by the social worker at the
beginning of the intervention
o Telephone survey of FCSS clients who had completed the intervention
six months earlier
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Motivation

Openness to
dialogue
Personality
tendency
toward
dialogue

Trust in the
caseworker

Intake

Quality of
relationship
between the
parties

Level of
dispute

Characteristics
of the dispute
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Survey Process
o The survey was conducted among a sample of 321 FCSS clients:
o Compatible with the study population
o Signed a consent form (1,906 clients)
o Where reached by phone and agreed to be interviewed (64% response
rate)

o Telephone interview about 6 months after the end of the
intervention and closure of the file
o Intake forms had been completed for 213 of the
respondents at the beginning of the intervention
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II. MAIN FINDINGS
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Characteristics of the
Individual and the Dispute

Socio-Demographic Characteristics (n=321)
Percent
50
(5 )
48
42
( 5)
93
75
16
(5 )
38
27
30

Gender (women)
Age
21-25
26-40
41-60
+61
Ethnic background (Jewish)
Country of birth (Israel)
Immigrants
Level of education
Less than 12 years
12 years
Post-secondary vocational training
College education
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Relative sampling error ranges from 0.25 to 0.40

Individual's Openness to Dialogue
(Percent, n=213)
Confidence in case worker

Motivation

Low
21%

High
79%

Personal characteristics

Low
40%
High
60%

Tends
toward
56%

Hostile
44%
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Characteristics of the Dispute
o 78% of the clients reported that the other party in the dispute
had committed some form of violence
o Of these, 43% felt threatened or afraid during the meetings
o In 63% of the families, the social worker assessed that the level
of the dispute was high
o In 55% of the families, the social worker's assessment was that
communication was aggressive and ineffective
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o "I felt as if I'd reached the edge … I didn't want to continue to be
a shadow … We came to the Service after years in therapy … I
was desperate."
o "In my case, they took 'small fry' … they tried to squat a fly with
a rocket … I'd forgotten who I was … something had collapsed
inside of me."
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Characteristics of the
Intervention

Number of Meetings at the FCSS
Percent
47
40
12
[1]

One meeting
2-3 meetings
4-5 meetings
6 meetings

[ ] Relative sampling error above 0.40
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Areas where the Service tried to
Reach Agreement (n=321)
Percent
74
57
48
25
23
21
12

Parenting*
Visitation arrangements
Child support
Custody
Property
Divorce
Violence

*At least one aspect of the parenting dispute (custody, visitation arrangements or
child support)
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Number of Intervention Issues (n=321)

Three or more
issues
25%
One issue
47%

Two issues
28%
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Social Worker's Intervention in the
Matter of Violence (Percent, n=321)
Clients reporting physical
(n=66) violence

Clients reporting any
violence (n=238)

16%

Total clients (n=321)

12%

14%

28%
38%
50%
38%
56%

48%

Violence at the heart of the intervention
Violence discussed but not at the heart of the intervention
Violence not discussed
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Outcomes

Clients' Positive Perception of the
Therapeutic Alliance, by Gender (Percent)
To what extent did the FCSS social worker ...
80 77 79

82

76 79

[VALUE]*
74
68

Listen to you

Allow you to
express yourself
Women n=175

Show
impartiality
Men n=146

76
70

64 67

Understand you
Total n=321

69

73

Summary
measure

*p<0.05
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Perception of the Therapeutic Alliance
"Sometimes when I got there, I was really crushed, but she [the
social worker] managed to make me able to get whatever it was
off my chest, and that helped … After meetings like that,
everything was better … They [the FCSS staff] were a dose of
sweetness during the worst time of my life … the sweeteners."
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Clients' Positive Perception of the
Contribution of the Intervention to
Improving the Relationship (Percent, n=321)
The intervention at the FCSS helped ...
39
29

29

27
23
18

To understand To understand To understand To reduce the The other side
your needs the needs of the problems level of the to understand
and wishes the other side between you
your side
dispute
and the other
side
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Summary
measure

Perceived Contribution of the Intervention
to Improving the Relationship
o "I have no doubt that N [the social worker] was able to lead us to a
situation of dialogue and recognize that even if our love was no longer
alive, we should behave intelligently and humanely for the sake of the
children … My desire for revenge [on the mother] led me to attempt to
demean her … In the FCSS, I understood that what I was doing not only
hurt the mother, but also my daughter."
o "The most important thing was that we understood that it was wrong
to involve the children at all, and that although we were no longer
together, we'd always be there for them … In addition, the process led
to an agreement."
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From the Interviews
"Sometimes when I got there, I was really crushed, but she [the social
worker] managed to make me able to get whatever it was off my chest,
and that helped … After meetings like that, everything was better … I
looked forward to those meetings and at the times when we didn't speak, I
missed it."
"I was lucky enough to be treated by T, whose experience and
professionalism contributed a lot. I really appreciate her understanding,
her ability to convey messages, to connect with both spouses …"
"The social worker explained the rules to him [the spouse], how the law
works; she understood him, gave him ideas how to make his life easier … I
adore her, but she remained impartial, even too much so …"
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Reaching Agreement,
by Subject (Percent)
48% reached agreement in at least one area
55

55
45
[VALUE]
([VALUE])
[VALUE]
([VALUE])

Parenting
Visitation Custody n=99 Child support Violence n=38 Divorce n=83 Property n=76
arrangement* arrangement
n= 156
n=246
n=189
Relative sampling error ranges from 0.25 to 0.40
* Reached a parenting arrangement (agreement) on at least one area of the parenting dispute (custody, visitation
rights or child support)
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Stability of the Agreement and
Satisfaction, by Topic (Percent)
80

Custody n=43
Parenting
arrangements

69
72

Child support n=60

52
57
56

Visitation n=102
Divorce n=24
Other topics

68

([VALUE])
70

Violence n=13

([VALUE])
([VALUE])

Property n=20
Stable agreement**

High Satisfaction*

( ) Relative sampling error ranges from 0.25-0.40
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[VALUE]

o "The service showed me other sides that I hadn't thought about… I have
a better idea of what to expect [during litigation] … I learned that the
Service lives up to its name [in Hebrew: Assistance Units] … It really
does assist divorced parents. I try to get whatever help I can from them,
and there is terrific responsiveness."
o "The meetings in the FCSS changed my life … There's no way that I
would have got to where I am today … other than through fights and
battles, and a lot of blood and sweat … I may have had to give up less
[in the agreement], but I'd have suffered a lot more on the way."
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From the In-depth Interviews...
o "I didn't know a service like the FCSS existed. I didn't know there was
mediation inside the court. I refer everyone I know who could benefit
from the service to the FCSS."
o "Not enough people know this important service. There are people like
me for example, who don't have much, whom the service can help a
lot… It's important to advertise the service so that people in my
situation can get to know about it."
o Another respondent recommended advertising the FCSS and what he
called its "success stories" on the Halev [Heart] website for divorced
parents.
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Model to Predict the
Outcomes of the Intervention

Intervention Model
The dispute
The intervention
Number of issues addressed
Duration of the intervention

Level of the dispute
Violent/Non-violent
Parental/Non-parental

Interim outcome
Positive perception of the
medication process

Final outcome
Reaching agreement

The individual
Socio-demographic variables
Tendency toward dialogue

Factors that Predict a Positive Perception
of the Mediation Process

o 12 years of education
o Higher motivation for intervention
o Relatively low level of dispute
o Disputes in which there was no report of violence
o More meetings in the FCSS
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Factors that Predict Reaching
Agreement
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Younger
12 years education
Higher motivation for intervention
Relatively low level of dispute
Three or more intervention issues
More meetings at the FCSS
More positive perception of the mediation process

Possible Programmatic
Directions

Programmatic Directions to Improve
the Outcomes of the Intervention

o Examine ways to increase the contribution of the intervention
to improving the relationship
o Examine ways to strengthen male clients' perception of the
neutrality of the social worker, e.g., training the staff in gendersensitive methods
o Think of ways to increase the stability of the agreements with
regard to visitation arrangements and satisfaction with them
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Programmatic Directions for
Addressing Violence between the Sides
o Given the high percentage of clients who did not report violence
toward them to the social worker, we recommend a comprehensive
examination of the matter of exposure to violence
o The staff's attention must be drawn to the importance of checking out
exposure to violence among the men as well
o Ways must be sought to reduce the sense of threat at the meetings
among clients who have been exposed to violence
o Thought must be given to ways of improving the perception of the
mediation process among clients who have been exposed to violence
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Additional Insights
o The study indicated that the service is not well enough known to the
public
o The study indicated that the ability of the intake variables to predict
the outcomes was good – a study focusing on this topic is
recommended
o The study indicated that the FCSS social workers have much
experience in short-term interventions with parenting disputes and
with families in which the level of the dispute is high
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Any questions? Suggestions?
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Reports of Violence by the Other
Side (Percent)
80

Physical violence

Verbal or emotional violence

69

70

61

60
50
38

40
30
20

31

26
16

10

17

13

35

34

28
21

12

4

0
Physical harm

Threat to harm Threat to harm Threat to harm
children
self
social worker
or other
person

Reports by women of violence toward them, n=175
( ) Relative sampling error 0.25–0.40
[ ] Relative sampling error over 0.40
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** p<0.01

Preventing
contact

Preventing
access to
money

Humiliation

Reports by men of violence toward them, n= 146

Sampling Process
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